Criteria Health on Smart Campus

The submissions will be judged according to the following criteria.

**Innovation**
The concept is a novel and/or unique idea that integrates alternate or divergent perspectives on the problem statement.

**Social impact**
The concept is supported by credible and convincing research of the (societal) context. The impact of the concept on this context is communicated and illustrated in a creative and proficient way. Both social and ethical considerations are taken into account.

**Contribution to Smart Campus**
Shows convincingly how the concept can be integrated in and add value to the Smart Campus.

**Quality of presentation**
The presentation has a compelling central message: precisely stated, memorable, strongly supported and visual attractive. The structure is clearly and consistently observable and makes the presentation cohesive.

**Feasibility**
The concept has the potential to be realistically and practically implemented in a Living Lab Home in the short term (April 2018).

**What is a good solution?**
“We are looking for all kinds of solutions that support a healthy lifestyle, with a special interest in those that support mental health – ranging from exam-season stress to more impactful conditions. Important is that both technological, social and ethical considerations are taken into account.” - Living Lab Home